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Editorial Submission Guidelines
SCOPE/FIELD OF INTEREST
Production Machining covers the manufacture of precision parts in high volumes—
commonly referred to as the precision machined parts industry. We welcome articles
and illustrations of products and services germane to all aspects of this industry.

SECTIONS
Each section description below covers a key area of the
magazine for which Production Machining will consider editorial submissions. Word count and image requirements are
included along with links to examples of the described section.
Feature Articles are the primary editorial content of the
magazine. Each issue includes at least two emphasis topics,
and feature articles should present a comprehensive discussion of one of
these topics.
A
Story angles
include case
studies of
successful
In-Process
shop practices
Testing in
Automated
or detailed
Electronics
Production
explanations
of processes or
technologies that could positively impact a manufacturer’s
business. Contributors should consult the editors prior to
submission of potential feature material. Word count: 1,8002,000. High-resolution, color photography and/or illustrations are mandatory.
INSPECTION & MEASUREMENT

Automated Electronics Production

s the trend toward electromobility gathers speed,
electric fuses are taking on a key role, especially in
the production of batteries for electric automobiles.
The fuses consist of numerous small parts, which must
be made in large quantities. Each battery cell requires
individual fuse protection, so the total number of fuses in
a vehicle can quickly reach 400 or 500. Combined with the
strict standards of the automotive industry, these parts can
be difficult to produce and test.
Electronics and electrical components such as fuses,
connectors, switches and circuit breakers are one of
the cornerstones of Schurter’s portfolio. The Lucerne,
Switzerland-based company also produces input systems
such as human-machine interfaces, touch panels and
membrane keypads. In recent years, Schurter has added
custom solutions based on a high level of vertical integration in its Solutions division.
Schurter has ambitious plans for its future. With a
workforce that is already 2,000 employees, 11 production
facilities and companies in 17 countries, the company
has set the stage for growth to continue. Acquisitions are
adding momentum; sales amounted to 259 million Swiss
Francs in 2017, and the trend is upwards.
In 2017, a customer in the automotive sector commissioned Schurter to produce large quantities of fuses for
use in safety-critical areas. “We can draw on many years of
experience in automating fuse production processes. And

:: (left to right) Markus Zimmermann, owner and CEO
of Robomat, André Schürmann, head of automation and
maintenance at Schurter, and André Signer, sales engineer
at Kistler, worked together to develop a system to produce
and test electrical fuses.

:: A customer in the automotive industry commissioned
Schurter to produce small fuses. These fuses are made in
large quantities (3,000 per hour) and must be tested for
use in safety critical areas.

This automated plant can produce
as many as 3,000 electrical fuses
per hour, and integrated small
force sensors ensure they meet the
automotive industry’s standards.

Edited by Julia Hider, Associate Editor
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gbm.media/PM-Feature

The Parts Cleaning section is published four times a year.
It is designed to be a discovery tool for our readers who have
an interest in all types of cleaning operations for machined
parts. The section consists of a feature article, case history, or
technical piece as well as new products in the parts cleaning
segment. Our content is focused on the latest cleaning trends,
best practices and cutting-edge technology.
gbm.media/PM-PC

Case in Point articles cover applied technology by
discussing how a product or service has positively impacted,
in a quantified way, the operation of a precision machined
parts business. It’s a case study format that states a problem
and explains how application of
a product or service solved the
problem. The solution is quantified
by explaining in various metrics
better throughput, lower costs,
faster cycle times, longer tool life,
Tooling Around with a New System
and so on. Word count: 800-1,200.
I
High-resolution, color photography
and/or illustrations are mandatory.
CASE IN POINT

:: In order to stay ahead of
its competition, Anthony
Machine purchased its
first Y-axis, live tool lathes
— both NLX 3000 1250
universal turning centers
from DMG MORI. At the
recommendation of its
Kennametal sales engineer,
the company equipped its
new machines with turret
adapted clamping units and
KM quick-change tooling.

Edited by Julia Hider, Associate Editor

gbm.media/PM-CIP

n a competitive business environment, manufacturers
need to do whatever they can to give themselves an
advantage. For machine shops, investing in the best
technology available is one way to gain the leg up needed
to win jobs. This is how Anthony Machine Inc. of San
Antonio, Texas, operates its business. The company also
maintains strong relationships with its suppliers to ensure
that it is getting the most out of the latest technology.
“We’re always competing against smaller, lower-cost
shops and in order to continue winning new business in
this environment, we have to adopt the latest in advanced
tooling and machine tool technology,” says Anthony’s
operations manager, Mohsen Saleh. “This is what’s given us
the edge, and Kennametal is a big part of it.”
Anthony Machine Inc. has been providing precision
machining services to industries including oil and gas,
mining, transportation and power generation since 1946.
With all that experience, there is little this job shop cannot
handle. However, after the company purchased a pair
of NLX 3000 1250 universal turning centers from CNC
machine builder DMG MORI — the shop’s first Y-axis,
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Tech Briefs cover technological
innovations as they relate to the
manufacturing of precision
machined parts. We ask for a
concise, generic treatment of the
subject technology that cites the
potential usefulness of the product
or service as it relates to the reader’s
interest. Word count: 800-1,000.
High-resolution, color photography
and/or illustrations are mandatory.

:: According to Anthony’s operations manager, the KMequipped TACU units are faster and more accurate than the
wedge and screw-style blocks that are standard on most
machines.
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TECH BRIEF

By Derek Korn, Editor-in-Chief

T

hink of any software you use,
either personally or professionally. I’d bet you’d admit there are
capabilities within that software that
you either don’t use or don’t know are
available.
The same goes for CNC functionality
that machine operators and program:: The Machining Navi app available in the OSP control reduces chatter for turning
mers can use to their advantage. For
and milling operations by measuring vibrations during a cut and suggesting spindle
example, Okuma’s Windows-based,
speed adjustments. (All images courtesy of Okuma America Corp.)
open-architecture OSP control for the
company’s various machining center
models offers a number of apps to simplify and/or optimize part programming. Okuma cites the following five apps (some of these are part of the
company’s Intelligent Technologies suite of functions) that it believes users
of its machines might sometimes overlook, but otherwise could be helpful:
• Machining Navi is said to reduce chatter by measuring the vibrations
that occur while a tool is cutting and suggesting spindle speed adjustments based on the feedback to realize optimal cutting conditions and
parameters. The app provides this information in a graph that shows
operators the original programmed spindle speed as well as the recommended speed that will result
in a stable cutting condition to
For turning centers,
reduce vibration.
ServoNavi estimates
• ServoNavi is said to improve
chuck and part inertia
cycle times and accuracy
when machining parts of
from acceleration torque
varying weights on milling
and automatically changes
machines and turning centers.
servo-parameter settings
It measures the inertia created
to the optimum values.
by both part and fixture
weight, and automatically
sets servo parameters (including acceleration) to the optimum values.
For example, if a machine has been running a heavy part for which the
servos have been tuned, ServoNavi can adjust as machining reduces
:: The top image shows the results of a
part weight. The company says this can enable faster movement to
threading operation without using the
reduce cycle time while maintaining machining accuracy.
Machining Navi app. The bottom shows
the same operation using the app.
• For turning centers, it estimates chuck and part inertia from accelera-
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News covers time-sensitive industry events, personnel
changes, relocations, news about companies and other
industry-specific announcements. Word count: 100-250.
This is primarily a text-only section.
gbm.media/PM-News

CNC Apps

CNC Apps You
Possibly Didn’t
Know You Could
Benefit From

productionmachining.com

Editorial Submission Guidelines
With a print magazine circulation of more than 18,000 and substantial
online presence that includes access to articles, video and posts to various
social media channels, Production Machining is THE platform enabling those
in the precision machined parts industry to discover new technology and
processes that can help grow their machining businesses.
PRODUCTS

To submit your company’s product, contact
Angela Osborne at aosborne@productionmachining.com

New Software Version

Solid Carbide Gundrills
for Medical, Deep Hole Drilling
Star SU’s solid-carbide gundrills are used for machining challenging
medical-grade materials. According to the company, the single-flute,
solid-carbide gundrills are specially engineered and manufactured
to meet part print requirements for medical devices and instruments with proven results in drilling a complete range of titanium
and stainless steel materials. The small-diameter gundrills are said
to provide cost savings due to long life and throughput improvements that can double production capability. Star SU’s tool-design
optimization process considered everything in the process, including
selecting the appropriate grade of carbide, surface finish, edge prep
and coating, all of which are essential for success in medical machining. The company says the gundrills feature high surface finish,
special drill geometries and edge preparation on the cutting edge,
selected advance tool coatings and a coolant hole diameter size
range starting at 0.700 mm (0.028").

:: Star SU LLC | 847-649-1450 | star-su.com

Chip Breaker Inserts Improve Surface Finish
Big Kaiser’s two insert chip-breaker types are designed to improve
surface finish in long-chipping materials. Long chips that are difficult
to evacuate can lead to poor surface finishes when they are dragged
around by the tool. Insert life can be severely reduced if these chips
are recut by and, in small-diameter applications, stringy chips can wrap
around the tool to the point where a crash occurs.
The company’s FLM 3D chip-breaker design is used on PCDtipped inserts, which the company says is well-suited for finishing of
aluminum components. This compares to traditional flat-top inserts
that may produce a large continuous nest of chips that is difficult to
remove from the bore and/or tool, even with high-pressure coolant.
It comes in three radius options, including 0.008", 0.016" and 0.031"
for the insert TCGT2 (1.5).
For finishing of mild or construction steels, cermet inserts with a
chip-breaker form ELM should be used. Available in 0.008" radius
and combined with a light depth of cut, this chip breaker creates a
high-shear angle to shorten the cutting chips for better evacuation
and is said to give superior surface finishes in these traditionally
difficult materials.
:: Big Kaiser | 888-866-5776 | bigkaiser.com
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LAST WORD

Reduction of Lead in Aluminium Alloys
By Andrea Narra

T

here are several European directives and regulations
(which are also implemented in many other countries),
that are about to be modified to include important
restrictions regarding lead content in aluminium alloys.
This represents a big challenge for the global precision
machining industry, which must find new alternative freemachining, lead-free alloys that will provide at least the
same results in terms of productivity and efficiency.
The European Chemical Agency (ECHA), with regard to
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH) requirements, put lead in the candidate
list of substances of very high concern (SVHC), where there
are metals with lead in concentration above 0.1% w/w. Until
now, companies are only obliged to inform customers of
the presence of lead in such metals, but there is a process of
moving lead from the candidate list to the authorization list.
There is an ongoing discussion, which should be completed
in the next 12-24 months, in order to have lead in the authorization list by 2024. After that, companies will need special
authorization from the ECHA in order to use lead above a
certain quantity (most
probably 0.1% w/w). It
Eural has developed
will be extremely difficult
free-machining
to obtain such authorization and it can be
aluminum alloys,
only be given once for a
including lead-free
maximum
extended time
and tin-free alloys.
of two years. After 2026,
it will not be permitted
at all. The lead limit that the ECHA is evaluating in the
discussion is anything between 0.1% and 0.3% w/w. But new
scientific studies commissioned by the ECHA with regard
to occupational exposure limits are suggesting that 0.1%
is the maximum quantity tolerable for a healthy working
environment.
The Restriction of Hazardous Substances (ROHS) directive 2011/64/EU has been updated by the European Union
(EU) with the new directive 2018/740/EU, which limits
the use of lead to a 0.1% w/w maximum beginning May 18,
2021. While ROHS applies only to electric, electronic and
medical applications, nevertheless it is the first directive
promulgated by the EU where its final document defines
a maximum limit of 0.1% w/w. The ELV directive 2000/53/
EC has been updated by the EU with the new directive
2017/2096/EU, which limits the use of lead to 0.4% w/w
in the exemption 2(c)(i), but this will be reviewed in the
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next few months. As REACH and ROHS are at 0,1% w/w,
automotive manufacturers should probably align with that
directive as it seems to just be a question of agreeing on a
time frame for the lead phaseout.
Lead is a problem, not just for aluminum materials but
also for other metals such as brass, steel and stainless
steel. In fact, this chemical element is typically added to
free-machining alloys to improve machinability, which
can cause a small chip to form. During the last 25 years,
many lead-free, free-machining aluminum alloys have also
been developed, using tin (Sn) as a chip breaking element.
Unfortunately, tin causes weakness and cracking of
machined parts when it is subjected to stress, low or high
temperatures (< 55°F or > 320°F); and, due to its brittle
nature, it has the dangerous tendency to suddenly break
without significant previous deformation (strain).
Eural Gnutti has developed free-machining aluminum
alloys, including lead-free and tin-free alloys. Its research
has shown excellent results during the last three years. The
6026 lead-free, medium-strength alloy is deemed suitable
for high-speed machining and can replace alloys that have
poor machinability (6061, 6082) and those that contain lead
(6262, 6064A, 6042) or tin (6020, 6040, 6262A, 6028). The
2033 lead-free alloy has medium-high mechanical properties and a very high level of chip-forming performance. It
was created to replace alloy 2011, which will not be ROHS
compliant in 2021.
Eural’s 2077 lead-free alloy was registered Feb. 19, 2020.
This aluminum alloy combines superior mechanical strength
with high machinability and excellent chip-forming performance. The 2077 lead-free alloy has excellent opportunities
to replace many hard and very hard alloys of the previous
generation (such as 2024, 2014, 2014A, 7020) and, eventually,
the 7075 alloy (in certain cases), with the goal to establish
itself as an alternative to brass and steel bars. It has higher
mechanical properties than 2024 and its chip forming is as
good as 2011. With these qualities, it might be exactly what
the aluminum market needs to maintain compliance.
CONTRIBUTOR

Andrea Narra is sales manager of Eural Usa
Inc., Eural Gnutti’s Chicago-based company,
which is located to better serve and support
metal service centers, machine shops and
OEMs in the United States. For more
information, visit usa@eural.com or call
312-888-0578.

New Products are covered in
press releases that should cite
the features and benefits of new
products or services that relate
to the precision machined parts
industry. Word count: 200-500.
High-resolution, color images
and/or illustrations are preferred,
but not mandatory.
gbm.media/PM-Product

Last Word is a one-page guest
column providing an executive
overview of a current industry
trend or challenge. Bylined by an
industry leader, content should be
a generic discussion of the topic.
Word count: About 850 words.
A high-resolution portrait-style
photo of the contributor, along
with job title and contact information, is required.
gbm.media/PM-LW

EDITING & EXCLUSIVITY
Production Machining will edit any editorial submissions
for content and to conform to our style guide. Contributed
feature articles must be exclusive and must not have been
published previously in another publication. Submitter
understands that each manuscript and all other material
accepted for publication or presentation is accepted on
condition that submitter assents to Gardner Business Media’s
Standard Terms, available at:
short.gardnerweb.com/terms

EDITORIAL FORMAT
Feature articles should be submitted as Microsoft Word (.doc)
documents. Tables, graphs, photographs and other illustrations
must be separate files, rather than incorporated or embedded
within the text document.

IMAGES & VIDEOS
Images should be in .jpg or .tif file formats, with minimum
resolution of 300 dpi at a minimum size of 4 × 5 inches. All
photographic materials must be clear, sharp, in focus and
properly exposed. Captions should be provided for each
photograph, and each photograph should be identified.
We also accept raw video in .wmv, .avi, .mov formats and have
the capability to add text, narration and other effects. We
can also accept and embed videos that have been posted to
YouTube or Vemo. Please note, video is most likely to be used
when it illustrates a process or teaches a viewer how to do
something. Corporate profiles, product advertisements and
other promotional video footage is unlikely to be used.

LARGE FILES

Files larger than 20 MB can be uploaded at files.gardnerweb.com
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